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Digital Asset Management (DAM) is a large undertaking, even when simply changing from
one DAM system to another it is important to construct and then implement a digital
strategy. The key to developing strategy is realising that while DAM sits at the heart of the
delivery of digital content within an organisation, the software itself is only one part,
organisation-wide considerations must be made. Before you select a software vendor, you
must go through a set of steps looking at your organisation; Implementing DAM successfully
involves people, processes, information and systems, not just buying and installing a piece
of software and hoping for the best. Companies undertake digital transformation projects
involving DAM to instigate changes and improvements, selecting software is just one change
when in reality you need to make changes across the business. DAM implementations &
digital transformations don’t happen overnight.
IQ Equity developed the “6 Steps to DAM Success” (6 Steps) which is outlined below. It is
based on 20+ years experience and our extensive industry-wide knowledge. We have
consulted businesses from a range of verticals and sectors on all aspects of digital strategy,
and served as industry-leading analysts during our tenure. The 6 Steps is a framework to
construct and implement a successful DAM strategy. By following the 6 Steps it is possible
for you to understand your business better, focus in on what you need and prepare the
entire organisation for ongoing improvements. The Codified DAM Consultant (CDC) grants
customers access to a set of tools & documentation which walk the user through the 6
Steps. IQ Equity also creates bespoke services, reports and analyses, alongside the 6 Steps,
to personalise the process to the user’s particular needs. The database behind the CDC and
6 Steps is unique and the most extensive database of specialist, DAM-specific data available.

The 6 Steps to DAM Success
1. Gap analysis – Looks at the digital maturity of your organisation, it identifies shortfalls or
‘gaps’ in the business and provides you with broad insights into the people, information,
processes and systems you have in place.
2. Resource audits – Now you have a broad picture of the digital maturity of your
organization, resource audits focus in on the specifics:- People - The talent you have at your disposal; you can identify stakeholders within
each business unit who will help drive the strategy and manage the DAM
- Information - The assets, metadata and other information you hold alongside how
and where it is stored; you can use this information to build a global controlled
vocabulary and taxonomy
- Process - The processes you have in place, the pain points your employees have and
the ways in which your business units interact
- Systems - The storage, sharing, creative and administrative tools you use, which of
these require preservation and which are superfluous, inefficient or used incorrectly
3. Requirements gathering – After engaging with your stakeholders from across the business
you can start to gather and align what your business wants, needs or expects from acquiring
a DAM and / or digital transformation. The “Requirements Builder” allows you to collate this
information, prioritise ‘must have’ functionality and in the end, select vendors with relevant
feature sets for further evaluation
4. Governance – In order to support operational changes in the way you utilise people,
information, processes and systems, you will need to adapt existing policies, procedures and
practices in your organisation. This ensures future regulatory requirements can be met and
governance policies reflect the way your company operates on a digital level.
5. Use case scenarios – The requirements gathered are then mapped to real-world
scenarios, created to help understand how and why departments utilise assets, and how the
desired functionality will be delivered. Use case scenarios are the de facto method for

comparing vendors and should be constructed in addition to the requirements document.
Use case scenarios allow vendors the opportunity to demonstrate methods to work around
the shortcomings identified by the requirements gathering process
6. Vendor selection – This final step should only be approached when the preparatory work
carried out in the previous steps is complete. The user is able to approach a handful of
vendors who are well suited to their needs, begin an informed conversation and provide use
case scenarios to compare vendors alongside each other.
Anyone can use the CDC and 6 Steps to build their digital strategy and inform their eventual
choice of DAM system. IQ Equity also uses the 6 Steps as the basis for digital consultancy
across all verticals, from small businesses to the enterprise-level, creating bespoke surveys,
analyses, reports, visualisations and documentation for our clients. Talk to one of our
customer outreach representatives for more information.

1) Gap Analysis - “What you don’t have”
Gap analysis is carried out using the DAM Maturity Model. It allows you to identify gaps
within the business, your company’s current knowledge of data-driven systems &
understanding of digital strategy, and gain an overall understanding of how the business
currently operates. People, processes, systems and data must be considered. Understanding
the ‘gaps’ within your company allows you to identify areas for improvement and lead you
to your desired outcome when implementing DAM.
The maturity model is broken down into 4 categories with a total of 15 sub-categories:

People
The need for talented teams of people and individuals is necessary for effective DAM
operation and it is people who form the backbone of any DAM system.
Technical Expertise - An assessment of the abilities of those who form the DAM
infrastructure in the management of DAM technologies.
Business Expertise - This relates to the “understanding of fundamental DAM concepts” with
a view to maintaining the overriding vision of DAM strategy
Alignment - An assessment of the combination of technical and business expertise and the
resulting ability of an organisation to operate a collaborative, unified DAM system, through
a similarly unified DAM strategy.

Information
This is the structuring and maintenance of metadata, taxonomies and controlled
vocabularies within a strong framework which lies at the base of successful organisational
strategies within DAM.
Asset - The maturity model looks for the defined practices and standards in place to gain
the maximum value from your asset repository A digital file becomes an asset when you
add value to it through metadata and use organisational tools employed by DAM systems to
make it finadable and available for reuse.
Metadata - This measures the proficiency with which metadata supports categorisation and
classification of assets through taxonomies and controlled vocabularies but also how
metadata is used to define administration, access, rights management and other DAM
functions.
Reuse - An assessment of how successfully an organisation repurposes and reuses assets,
this relates both to how the organisation makes assets available for adaptation, but also the
frequency with which reuse and repurposing is carried out, rather than the creation new
assets.
Findability - Measures how well assets can be retrieved, this relies upon an associated,
detailed array of metadata and taxonomies but also on ‘tagging’ and storage practices and
policies.
Use Cases - Measures the breadth of different ways in which the DAM is accessed and
utilised and the corresponding information employed to benefit the largest number of
users.

Systems
Systems within DAM are required to facilitate the lifecycle of assets. The systems category
therefore refers to the ways in which the DAM is accessed and is made secure through a
management infrastructure and through the direction of resources across the organisation.
Prevalence - This refers to the level to which DAM operation is spread within an
organisation; referring both to the number of use cases represented and also to the uptake
of the DAM system itself by employees working within different departments and silos.
Security - Security in the maturity model assessment refers to the security of assets and the
involvement of metadata. This includes “authorisation, authentication, policy enforcement,
users, roles, internal/external access controls and rights management”.
Usability - This assesses the overall user experience (UX). Maintenance of a positive UX
relies on the system itself but also collaboration between different departments and
individuals, so that each user type is getting the most out of their DAM usage.
Infrastructure - This is a broad assessment of the success with which assets, metadata and
people are managed across the organisation, and how well the systems in place support
DAM usage.
Processes
This final category focuses on the processes by which people use information within
established systems. It is essentially what brings everything together and provides the tools
with which the DAM strategy can be realised.
Workflow - An assessment of how successfully business processes and workflow tools are
used to increase efficiency and quality in the production of content. It involves the
collaboration and coordination of different parties, effective communication and
self-monitoring.
Governance - This looks at the people who have been put in place to manage the DAM,
being mindful of the overriding goals of the DAM strategy alongside the maintenance and
constant improvement of DAM operation. It is a reflection of how well governance policies
within the company are delivered through the use of DAM
Integration - DAM systems are not simply storage repositories, as such this category
assesses the success with which integrated tools improve DAM usage. This includes a wide
range of tools, from creative tools for delivering rich content, to workflow management
tools which increase organisational efficiencies.
A business can carry out its own gap analysis using our free resource, the Maturity model. IQ
Equity can also supply a bespoke report on businesses in your vertical / sector so you can
benchmark your maturity against levels within the industry. If you require more information

on what your level of maturity means and what strategies you can implement to improve
the digital maturity of your business, please contact us via the Codified Consultant.

2) Resource Audits - “What you have”
Resource Audits are a more focused assessment which involves an in depth analysis of the
current state of your business. The goal is to identify the ‘who, where, what and how’ within
your company; who are your main stakeholders, where are all of your assets and metadata
stored, what kind of assets and metadata do you have / produce and how are you ideating,
creating, curating, analysing and archiving assets, and utilising metadata. ‘Resources’
includes every valuable entity your company utilises; people, information, processes and
systems. To construct and deliver a successful strategy you must understand what you have
and how all of the pieces fit together. With the information gathered it is much easier to
transform the way you handle content and the way your business operates.

A crucial part of resource audits is identifying stakeholders within different business units
who will help guide, manage and deliver on the strategy both before and after software
implementation. Stakeholders are likely to have very different roles, skill sets and use the
DAM for different purposes. The 5 pillars of the asset lifecycle aims to align stakeholder
roles, focusing in on how they interact with assets in a broad sense rather than looking at
specifics. The 5 pillars are as follows:
Ideate - capturing the expression of an idea
Create - taking that idea and turning it into a tangible asset
Curate - sharing that tangible asset with a wider audience
Analyse - gaining insight from that audience on your asset
Archive - preserving that asset safely and securely

Stakeholders may fulfill one of these roles or all five. The importance of the five pillars is
recognising that all ‘Creators’ are likely to have shared needs and requirements, as will
‘Ideators’, ‘Curators’ and so on. It also places the asset at the core of DAM strategy,
something that every successful content-driven company must do. Stakeholders are both
the backbone of DAM from an organisational standpoint, but also play a key role in directing
requirements gathering and achieving user buy-in. Engaging with stakeholders early on
ensures that decisions made further along are backed by the people using the DAM system.

3) Requirements gathering - “What you want”
Through surveying end users and stakeholders you can gain an understanding of which
areas require attention and the functionality desired from the implementation of DAM
and/or other software. You need to align the ‘Must Haves’, ‘Should Haves’ and ‘Could
Haves’ from across the organisation/enterprise, which helps you to prioritise the most
desirable functionalities and engage directly with your stakeholders. The end product is a
list of requirements which reflects the organisation-wide desires and expectations for DAM
implementation. With requirements gathering, you are creating a deeper understanding of
what you and each of your end users are looking for in terms of your DAM system,
processes and overall organisational architecture. In the end, this helps you to identify the
best-suited vendors for your needs.

Many companies ask vendors to fill out lengthy RFPs (request for proposal), RFQs (request
for quotation) and RFIs (request for information) in order to gather vendor-specific
requirements data. This can be a painstaking process for the company, who may have a
limited knowledge of DAM and other software platforms. Not understanding how things
‘could be’ leads to failure in asking the right questions. Vendors have to commit time and
resources into completing these documents and based on the answers they provide may not
even be considered for further evaluation. No vendor is likely to fulfil 100% of your
requirements, so it’s important to talk to vendors to find workable solutions to these
problems. In summary the RFP/RFI/RFQ system often fails to deliver the desired information
and can prevent companies from having conversations with fit for purpose vendors.
The CDC’s “Requirements Builder” utilises a rich database of relevant information on our 10
Core accredited vendors, where common DAM requirements are mapped to vendor
capabilities. It is possible to focus on the specific requirements desired and assess the
functionality of our accredited vendors side by side, providing you with a score for each
vendor’s suitability. Effectively you are instantly able to view the results of multiple RFIs /
RFPs / RFQs and focus in on your specialist requirements when you contact the vendors.
Do you want vendors that perform excellently in creative workflows? Use our database to
find our top-rated vendors in this and many other areas. Talk to one of our customer
outreach representatives for more information.

4) Governance - “How your business will change when you get what you want”
Governance is an enterprise-wide infrastructure made up of the policies, standard operating
procedures, and practices used to ensure an organization’s immediate and future
regulatory, legal, risk, environmental and operational requirements. Maintaining and
adhering to a governance program should be an ongoing fundamental business activity.
Governance should be a top down initiative, lead by the CDO (Chief Digital Officer) that
dictates DAM usage and is enforced at the user-level through rights, roles and permissions.

DAM governance policies will differ depending on your company’s processes and the sector
you work in. Developing the policies involves defining the changes that will take place during
and after the implementation of the DAM. This includes workflows, storage methods and
their management, communication and defining DAM-specific user roles to ensure that the
DAM system is operated effectively. It is also ensuring the company’s own governance
policies are reflected in the management and delivery of content.
The CDC contains extensive documentation on governance policy and considerations when
implementing DAM. Governance is an integral piece of consultancy services provided by IQ
Equity. Talk to one of our customer outreach representatives for more information.

5) Use case scenarios - “How your system will look and operate”
In order to visualise your requirements in a real-world environment, you need to
construct use case scenarios. Stakeholders detail their typical interactions with the DAM,
their workflows and other day to day activities. Understanding what your users want from
the DAM and how the DAM will improve their experience is key to selecting the right
vendor. Witnessing workflows being carried out in real life with your own assets is far
more informative than receiving a ‘canned demo’ which is solely geared towards selling
you the vendor’s product. What you end up with is real world scenarios that are truly
relevant to you. You set up a problem for the vendor to solve and then the vendor is able
to utilise the features of their system in order to solve it.

We have mapped a number of common use case scenarios against requirements in the CDC.
These use cases were built on industry knowledge and serve as a guide for how end-users
interact with the DAM system on a day to day basis. It’s possible for you to compare
vendors based on these use cases or use them as a framework to build your own use case
scenarios. Vendors could have the same score for a certain subcategory but different
strengths or functionality within that banding. Use case scenarios allow vendors to
demonstrate exactly how they carry out particular functionality, giving you an idea of their
proficiency, not just their ability to do something. This allows you to fully understand the
performance of different DAM systems alongside each other, mapped to your specific
requirements. Talk to one of our customer outreach representatives for more information.

6) Vendor Selection - “Who can best deliver on what you want”
Once you’ve identified what you lack, what you already have, what you want and how to
achieve this, you are better prepared to approach DAM vendors. Each of the previous
five st

eps is designed to ensure that your users are achieving the outcome they desire. Your
stakeholders are aligned, users understand their role within the DAM and you have
identified exactly what you hope to achieve. When each of the previous five steps have
been closely followed you can make an informed and ultimately correct decision
selecting a vendor and successfully implement DAM. DAM is not just a software system
decision, it’s about people, information, processes, systems and a whole range of
requirements and considerations.

The CDC database combines gap analysis data, requirements data, technical attributes
data and 10 Core characteristics scores to calculate the ‘best fit’ vendors. 10 Core scoring is
a measure of proficiency which becomes a powerful comparative tool when combined
with the aforementioned data; data which focuses less on how proficient a vendor is and
simply on the functionality and tools they have. Users can map out their specific
requirements, denote ‘must haves’ and ‘nice to haves’, filter by technical requirements
such as coding languages and deployment methods, group vendors together by price,
usability and customer service proficiency and have a personalised report on our 37, 10
Core accredited vendors. IQ Equity can provide documentation & ‘how-to’ content, help
users to map requirements & filter results, and produce bespoke reports, visualisations
and analyses. Talk to one of our customer outreach representatives for more information.

The CDC database combines gap analysis data, requirements data, technical attributes
data and 10 Core characteristics scores to calculate the ‘best fit’ vendors.
Through utilizing the CDC database and the data collected from each of the six steps you
can map your requirements to our 37, accredited vendors.
IQ Equity provides the largest database on vendors, offers consultancy through the whole
6 step process, will map requirements, filter results, and produce bespoke reports,
visualisations and analyses. Talk to one of our customer outreach representatives for
more information.

